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Paul  Cortois (KU Leuven): Towards a philosophy of hatred: under the spell of Hans 
Keilson and his adversary 

Assuming that ‘philosophy’ is the name for a profession, Hans Keilson was not a philos-
opher. Even writing was, to him, a pastime. Yet it was an indispensible one, indispensible for 
articulating how to make sense of things – especially of the most unacceptable things, and 
without ever feigning to accept them. But Hans Keilson, a writer by vocation, left us at least 
one literary work and several essays the content of which is undeniably philosophical. His 
Death of the Adversary [Der Tod des Widersachers, 1959] is a deeply philosophical story 
containing a philosophy of hatred that is and remains unique in more than one sense of the 
word. Not only is it a literary analysis of a world that witnessed the rise of National 
Socialism, and of a young person coming of age in that world. Not only does it offer a razor-
sharp evocation of the psychological power technique of a Führer. It is also an elaborate 
meditation on the notion of enmity: it shows how, depending on the nature of the aggressor, 
the adversary may turn into a subject and an object of hate. So it is about the thin line 
between the adversary and the hated enemy, i.e. the one who makes you into a hated enemy 
and who cannot be combated unless you also start to see him as the enemy. And there is more 
to it than this: the enemy is not your opponent outside, facing you from the other side; he is 
also the projection of something in you that you cannot accept as belonging to you, and so he 
is part of you and you are part of him. That, however, is not all. He is not only part of you; 
you’re also each other’s other and part – the other part –  in the sense that one of you is born, 
or both of you are born, out of the other’s womb (like Christianity and Jewishness). In The 
“Fascination of Hatred” and other essays, Keilson formulated intriguing thoughts about how 
traits of generalized hate such as in Nazism derive from an age-old history of ambivalence in 
culture in a general as well as in special senses, such as what could be called the perversion 
of a Faustian image of culture. Nevertheless, these essays always also point to a further 
question and an insistent element of hope: how to go on living after life has been broken by a 
violence beyond the nameable, and how to keep on looking for a way out of hatred? 

Adrienne Dengerink Chaplin: Art, Peace and (Local) Politics: The Contested Status of 
Derry’s Bogside Murals 

Between 1994 and 2006 three artists from the Bogside area in Derry, Northern Ireland,  
painted twelve large scale murals on selected gable walls of a local housing estate. The 
murals depicted key events from the neighbourhood’s history of conflict and violence. 
Amongst others, the Bogside had been the site of the tragedy known as ‘Bloody Sunday,’ in 
which fourteen unarmed civil rights marchers were killed by British paratroopers.   



Unlike most murals in Northern Ireland, the Bogside murals, named The People’s Gallery, 
were not designed as territorial markers or sectarian propaganda, but as ways of telling the 
stories of people as they had lived through the period. The artists shared the conviction that 
the recalling and remembering of historic moments from its traumatic past is a necessary step 
in the process of the healing of the wounds and an indispensible cathartic step towards peace.  
Locating themselves amongst other civil rights and peace movements worldwide, they drew 
on Desmond Tutu’s saying: ’a wound must be cleaned out and examined before it will heal. It 
is the unexamined wound that festers and finally poisons.’ 

Since their completion the murals have attracted international attention and, in 2010,  won the 
prestigious ‘Joseph Beuys and Demarco European Art Foundation Artists of Achievement 
Fellowship Award.’ The prize was awarded ‘in recognition of their outstanding contribution 
to their community ...  and also in furthering the cause of peace and community relations in 
Northern Ireland.’ Despite this international acclaim and artistic recognition, to the intense 
frustration of the artists the murals were never recognised as independent works of art in their 
own hometown. Unused and unprepared for thinking outside the traditional 
Republican/Unionist binaries, local Sinn Fein councillors continued to classify them in 
sectarian terms, referring to them as ‘Republican murals’ and failing to promote them in their 
own right and integrity or, indeed, at all. This is all the more poignant since Derry has been 
designated as the first ‘UK City of Culture’ (2013) this year.   

This paper will defend the artists’ claim that The People’s Gallery needs to be viewed on its 
own artistic terms and ‘resist any force that seeks to undermine or compromise that integrity.’ 
It will do so by arguing that the murals should not be viewed individually, as separate works 
of art, but collectively, as a site specific public installation that is integrally, narratively and 
contextually, linked to its immediate environment.  This requires a reading that widens the 
frame of reception beyond the boundary of the gable’s wall or, indeed, the frame of the 
photographic reproduction.  It implies that they should be seen both in the wider context of 
the housing estate as well as in conversation with each other, gaining meaning from what 
went before and what follows after, like phrases in a musical composition. The paper will 
conclude with a proposal for a performative liturgical reading of the installation with 
reference to the South American tradition of walking The Stations of the Cross.  

Gino van Roeyen (Banning Advocaten): Art battles with a © 

Although art is generally considered to be the territory of absolute freedom in which 
creativity should thrive optimal, it can also be the arena of virulent copyright battles. As 
copyright to a work of art protects against publication and reproduction of said work 
(including reproductions that can not be regarded original themselves) without permission of 
the copyright owner, unauthorized occupation of said work might be regarded as a 
declaration of war against the copyright owner. It might ask for forms of retaliation, varying 
from cease and desist letters to litigation in court. Of course the art of retaliation may depend 
on the gravity of the infringement. Straightforward pirates (copycats) might risk severe 
measures of retaliation, like destruction of counterfeit works or art and penalties. But what to 
do with works of art that are not copies to the original, but in one way or another ‘linked’ to 
the original. So called appropriation art cultivates what already exists into art, which might 
also involve works of art which are protected by copyright, but also other tangible objects 
that can be the object of a copyright (like for example the design of a simple household issue 
like a towel). In this lecture this phenomenon will be examined and explained closeley by 
means of several examples of copyright battles in the arts throughout the years. Since Rob 
Scholte - who can be regarded as an acclaimed and famous supporter of ‘appropriation’ in art 



- will be the keynote speaker at the conference, the lecture will also focus on work of Rob 
Scholte, like for example his famous © work, with which Scholte appropriated the © sign, a 
sign which can be used freely to denote that copyright is claimed for a work. Paradoxically 
by inserting the © into his own work – or should we say by reconstructing the © into a work 
of art – Scholte created a work which is protected by copyright. 

 

 

 Anno Dijkstra: “Nachtaarde” 
 
Neli Dobreva: Gazing at Humanized Terror: Boteromorphs at Abu Ghraib 
Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, Paris, dobreva@ehess.fr  

My paper approaches the paintings of Fernando Botero, Abu Ghraib, staged at Museo 
de la Memoria y los Derechos Humanos at Santiago, Chili (2012). I will analyze, as ‘parallax 
view’ of creation (Zizek, 2006), the movement between paintings and photographs, images 
from the American prison at Abu Ghraib during the war in Iraq from March 20th, 2003, as a 
direct consequence from the September 11th, 2001 events in the United States, that ‘changed 
America’s image of itself’ (Morris, SOP, 2008). 

The main theoretical problem Botero addresses is the idea promoted by American 
neoconservatives following the events: ‘things have fundamentally changed’. Accepting it as 
axis between dominant and non-dominant discourses, I discuss two perspectives: one explor-
es the aesthetic notion of sublime as problem of philosophy of history ‘sublime historical 
experience’ (Ankersmit, 2005); the second, a more pragmatic concept of ‘kitschification’ 
(Sturken, 2007), applied to mass consumption of Trauma and Memory phenomenon. 

 
 



Rob van Gerwen (Philosophy, Utrecht University www.phil.uu.nl/~rob): Public Art and 
Site-Specificity, a Conflict 

When Serra’s Tilted Arc was removed from Federal Plaza, Serra argued that the work would 
be destroyed by its displacement. The meaning of the work depends on its location; it is site-
specific. Empirically, or juridically the issue is solved, but philosophically it is still an open 
question. The knife of site-specificity cuts both ways. Installing Tilted Arc on the Plaza 
likewise destroyed the meaning of the square. 

Which conceptual framework will help us map the issue? 1. Which types of objects are at 
stake with Public Art? 2. Which types of location are at stake in Public Art? 3. How must the 
ontology of Public Art be conceived if its nature depends on reciprocated site-specificity? 
Working from examples I sort out these philosophical issues. Among others, I discuss statues, 
local interventions by Irene Janze, Serra’s Tilted Arc, Banksy, Anno Dijkstra’s sculptured 
photographs. 

I use these examples to tease out the issue at hand, concerning the direction-of-fit of Public 
Art, and the autonomy of meaning. I see a paradox: art aims at defending at all cost the 
vulnerable aspects of human life, yet in some Public Art art seems to cross the lines itself. 
One could also say that the definition of any art form—in this case that of Public Art—takes 
time to develop. The procedures of Public Art seem clear from the start, yet their artisticity 
has clearly required some ripening. Serra simply put something that counted as art in a public 
space, possibly abusing his authority within art practice. The gesture was certainly influential, 
but perhaps as a work of Public Art its merits were flawed. 

Kris Goffin: Background feelings shout musical moods down. The emotional arousal of 
music 

Music that represents war, such as Prokofiev's "War Sonatas" or Metallica’s “One,” might be 
described as violent or angry. However, although listeners do not feel angry themselves, they 
do feel something. Music qua music does not evoke the “garden variety of emotions” or even 
emotions proper, but listeners are still affected and moved by it. So then, what kind of 
affective state does music evoke? 

As it relates to music, this paper focuses on the arousal, not the expressiveness of emotion, or 
the relationship between arousal and expressiveness. A recent theory, defended by Jenefer 
Robinson and Noël Carroll, states that music evokes moods, which differ from emotions 
proper in the sense that moods lack intentional objects. 

Several objections are made against this theory: (1) Zangwill argues that since moods lack 
intentional objects, the evoked moods cannot have music as the intentional object, and 
therefore, the evocation of mood is extrinsic to the aesthetic experience of music qua 
music. (2) Kivy claims the mood theory is faulty; music directly conveys moods while 
bypassing cognition. The evocation of mood implies that this is preceded by a cognitive 
appraisal, which is, according to Kivy, essential to the aesthetic experience of music qua 
music, as opposed to the listener’s subjective associations, which may induce moods. 

(3) Kivy criticizes Carroll for not producing convincing scientific proof; however, the same 
cannot be said of Robinson’s theory. 

This paper presents an alternative account of musical arousal. Music does not evoke moods, 
but background feelings instead. Damasio coined this term to pinpoint embodied affective 
background perturbation, which grasps dynamics and vitality both inside and outside the 



organism. Examples of background feelings are energy, excitement, wellness, tension, 
relaxation, surging, dragging, stability, instability, balance, imbalance, harmony, and discord. 

From this perspective, a mood is a modulated and sustained background feeling. This allows 
us to reconsider the mood theory and present an account that is immune to the 
aforementioned objections: 

(1) Moods, considered as modulated and sustained background feelings, do have intentional 
objects and are essential to the aesthetic appreciation of music. 

(2) Background feelings sense vitality, while bypassing cognition. So music evokes these 
feelings, without the necessity of cognitive appraisals. 

(3) There is an overlap between cognitive, experimental, evolutionary, and infant psychology, 
which proves that music indeed evokes background feelings. 

Cornée Jacobs (Willem de Kooning Academie, Rotterdam): Beeldvorming rondom 
conflictgebieden. 

De beeldvorming over conflictueuze gebieden verloopt via de traditionele massamedia. Door 
de hegemonie van de massamedia zijn de beelden alom aanwezig en dringen ze diep door in 
ons collectieve geheugen. Er is aandacht voor de conflicten, de gevolgen voor de bewoners, 
westerse vredeslegers en/of hulpverleners en daar blijft het bij. Journalisten van de 
traditionele media blijken beperkt in staat om een genuanceerd beeld vanuit verschillende 
perspectieven te schetsen. Denk aan de beeldvorming over Afghanistan en Iran in de 
westelijke wereld. Deze is grotendeels negatief en bovendien incompleet. In de beeldvorming 
zijn Israël en Iran oervijanden van elkaar. Zijn deze landen werkelijk elkaars oervijand? En, 
wie zijn er vijanden: de politiek-militaire organisatie van die landen of de burgers van die 
landen? In de beeldvorming is Afghanistan een arm, onherbergzaam door conflicten beheerst 
gebied waar westerse vredeslegers een bijdrage proberen te leveren aan de toekomst van een 
vreedzaam Afghanistan. Klopt dit beeld van een in de westerse ogen cultuurarm en door 
conflicten verscheurd land? 

In hoeverre zijn kunstenaars in staat dergelijke beperkte en eenzijdige beeldvormingen te 
doorbreken en een genuanceerder beeld te schetsen? Welke vragen roepen kunstenaars over 
de beeldvorming op? Welke middelen staan tot hun beschikking? Voeren hun werken tot 
bewustwording van de rigide beeldvorming bij het publiek? Aan de hand van twee recente 
voorbeelden uit de beeldende kunst wil ik een begin maken met de beantwoording van deze 
vragen. Hierbij zal ik gebruik maken van de theorieën van de filosofen Vilèm Flusser en Paul 
Virilio, die de invloed van de massamedia hebben geanalyseerd.  

Voorbeeld 1: Israël versus Iran 

Op initiatief van de Israëlisch kunstenaar Ronny Edry is het project Israël loves Iran ontstaan 
dat wordt uitgevoerd met behulp van de sociale media. Mensen uit Israël en Iran spreken 
elkaar toe via de sociale media. Ze zeggen dat ze van ze houden, of dat ze hen niet kennen en 
dus zeker niet kunnen haten. Zelfs kinderen grijpen de gitaar om een liedje te zingen voor 
mensen uit het andere land omdat ze het initiatief steunen waarbij de stem van gewone 
mensen wordt gehoord. Los van de politieke arena spreken ze van mens tot mens tot elkaar 
en doorbreken zo de negatieve beeldvorming die ze van elkaar hebben.  

Voorbeeld 2: Kabul versus Kassel 



Op de dOCUMENTA 13 van 2012 was van Ghoska Macuga Of what is, that it is; of what is 
not, that it is not, 1. Het is één van twee wandtapijten gemaakt van grote zwart-wit foto’s van 
bijeenkomsten bij belangrijke culturele centra in Kabul en Kassel. De foto’s zijn digitaal 
bewerkt. Het wandtapijt dat refereerde aan de situatie in Kassel was te zien in Kabul, en het 
tapijt dat verwijst naar Kabul was te zien in Kassel. Met de tapijten verwijst Macuga naar het 
culturele erfgoed van Afghanistan en naar de cultuurverschillen en –overeenkomsten tussen 
Kassel en Kabul, maar ook naar beeldvorming over plaatsen waar militaire conflicten hebben 
plaatsgevonden. Het Queens Palace in Kabul is in ruïne en dit wandtapijt verwijst grotendeels 
naar het verleden. Het Fridericianum in Kassel is in de oorlog verwoest en inmiddels volledig 
gerestaureerd. Dit wandtapijt verwijst grotendeels naar de toekomst.  

Irene Janze (Buro jan-ZE, Amsterdam) Appropriation of the public space by a site-
specific art intervention is an act of war. 

Public space is not a passive environment in which people move around and activities occur, 
but an active ‘doing’ that takes part in the constitution of art interventions. Its performativity 
defines which art interventions are allowed and which not and how the public should perceive 
them. Factors, like, expectations, the scale and function of the public space, and its public 
image play a significant role in defining the characteristics and meanings of art interventions. 

Local interactional art spaces in the public domain provide conditions for conveying 
authoritative normative landscapes. When such spaces are not already established, a struggle 
to create them may be necessary. Hence appropriation of the (semi) public space by site-
specific art interventions takes place. Some will call this an act of war and the place a war 
zone.  

Through site-specific interventions space emerge as a flexible, performative construction. 
There is a beginning where I stage the performativity of the space (which includes people in 
that space). The intervention has an underlying pattern or theme, but the interplay between 
the intervention, the active and passive audience, residents, companies, construction workers, 
students and media create the meaning of the work, which moves back and forth between 
different realities and is no longer subject to the control of me alone. The environment speaks 
back, gives and takes.  

In my presentation I will discuss two of my art interventions: one in a poor residential area in 
Amsterdam and one in a rich business district in Amsterdam, in order to demonstrate two 
different ‘normative landscapes’ of the public space. And may be I will dig even deeper to 
show that geological characteristics have produced specific economical conditions, which are 
reflected in mighty business centres or small rental homes. By taking the performativity of 
the subterranean into account one understands the process in which a public place is shaped 
and as such public art. 

www.burojanze.nl 

www.logolengte.nl 

0644598066 

Karin de Jonge (Willem de Kooning Academie, Rotterdam) : Geconstrueerde 
herinneringen als cultureel icoon. (K.de.Jonge@hr.nl) 

In dit onderzoek vormen twee kunstwerken het uitgangspunt om aan te geven hoe 
traumatische gebeurtenissen zoals oorlogen, genocides en terreur- of bomaanslagen de 



collectieve identiteit van een plek bepalen (of kleuren). Echter er is een verschil in de 
beleving en de herinnering aan die gebeurtenissen van mensen die er daadwerkelijk direct of 
indirect bij zijn geweest en  volgende generaties die door opvoeding en overleveringen er 
kennis van hebben genomen.  

Twee Duitse kunstenaars die ik in mijn onderzoek bespreek, zijn de oudere van oorsprong 
Oost-Duitse kunstenaars Gerhard Richter (Dresden, 1936) en de jongere Thomas Demand 
(München, 1964). Bij beide kunstenaars is fotografie een belangrijk medium. Echter beide 
tonen aan in hun kunst dat fotografische beelden herinneringen (ver)vormen of zelfs 
blokkeren. 

De centrale vraag luidt: In hoeverre dragen mediabeelden, zoals krantenfoto’s van beladen 
gebeurtenissen, bij aan de geschiedenis van een land of volk? Welke geschiedenis is 
belangrijk voor de komende generaties en welke niet?  

Martin Kuka (Catholic University of Leuven): War in a peaceful scenery 

In this paper I will approach two paintings of seemingly peaceful landscapes through the 
philosophy of Martin Heidegger, with the assistance of some Heraclitean passages. These 
passages will be necessary in order to overcome some difficulties regarding Heidegger’s 
concept of strife or polemos.  

In his essay “The Origin of the Work of Art” Heidegger had to discuss a Van Gogh painting 
and an ancient Greek temple. He never referred to any other painting, i.e., as a means to his 
end. In this paper I will discuss the possibility of art happening in a painting. Heidegger 
would not agree with this because paintings are not set in their natural environment. They are 
moved from museum to museum according to rules of the market, expressed in the demand 
of the artlovers or museumgoers to see works of art. Yet, as I will try to show, we might 
consider a painting in a different light and loosen a bit Heidegger’s criteria.  

Oleg Lebedev: Is Schiller a revolutionary thinker? On Spieltrieb, harmony and class 
struggle 
In Schiller, the promise of equal and fraternal humanity becomes the exact opposite of a void 
saying – a truth. As a starting point, there is the impassable reference to the “aesthetic 
education of man”. Through the idea of pacification and neutralization proper to the 
experience of beauty, his Letters are above all an intriguing manifesto that develops the 
paradox of an autonomous and oblivious art which is also a new form of existence, a different 
way of inhabiting together the sensible world.  

In the first place, what allows Schiller to see art as liberated form of life and thus as 
instrument for social reform seems clear. Manifestly, his recurrent call for beauty aims at 
bringing together two rebellious antagonistic characters of man, thoroughly described in the 
treatise: morality and sensitivity, civilization and nature, form and matter, the sense drive and 
the form drive. But a severe difficulty originates here: why does the play drive do more than 
simply unifying those two opposite instincts within man as an individual, but first and 
foremost put an end to the war among social groups themselves? Why, to arrive at a solution 
in the political problem, does the road of aesthetics must be pursued? It remains unclear 
whether Schiller intended to condemn the excess of the French revolution and abandoned 
politics by withdrawing in the illusory world of art, or whether his treatise is on the contrary 
political in its very nature, aesthetics thus being means for the noble task of overcoming 
warfare. 



The aim of the paper is to deal with these issues. It is argued that the notion of Spieltrieb 
offered Schiller a powerful tool for thinking equality and for abolishing social distinctions. 
Nonetheless, Letters upon the Aesthetic Education of Man do not simply describe a form of 
reconciliation due to softening and socializing character of art. Aesthetics do not only bring 
peace, but also the sword: since beauty breaks with the longstanding division of those who 
are destined to obey (zahleichern Klassen) and those who are destined to rule (zivilisierten 
Klassen), it radically denies any kind of domination and hence creates a tension within the 
normal functioning of the community. Rather than comprehending the play drive as 
unquestionable state of harmony or as sheer improvement of our customs, it is claimed that 
the advent of peaceful coexistence through art is grounded in its capacity to radically 
neutralize the common division of society. Moreover, pacification of men through free play 
ultimately has nothing of a quiet contemplation where the subject serenely enjoys the form, 
but is also considered by Schiller as a state of tension putting equality within inequality, so 
that the subject is in the grip of conflict between the normal partitioning of society and what 
comes as its exception, namely the experience of the beautiful appearance. It is hence not a 
coincidence if a contemporary thinker such as Jacques Rancière found in Schiller the promise 
of emancipatory politics, announcing a revolution which is deeper than any overthrow of the 
state. 

Annelies Monsere: What experimental philosophy can and cannot do for the philosophy 
of art 

In a rather provocative and yet largely unnoticed paper, Richard Kamber argues that 
philosophers of art have wrongly ignored experimental philosophy (Kamber 2011). 
Experimental philosophers try to clarify philosophical debates regarding concepts through the 
methods of experimental psychology. More specifically, they try to track people’s and 
philosophers intuitions (Knobe 2007, 119). In this way, they criticize so-called ‘armchair 
philosophers’ who rely on their own, supposedly universally shared and correct, intuitions to 
create and test philosophical theses. Experimental philosophers, on the other hand, argue that 
it is wrong for philosophers to assume a priori the universality of their own intuitions 
(Machery et al. 2004, B8). This movement, so Kamber argues, could bring new light to the 
old debate over ‘what is art?’. Instead of trusting philosophers ‘armchair’ intuitions on what 
art is, we should survey the intuitions of the ordinary folk to create and test theories of art. 
Kamber rightly argues that philosophers of art do not provide a sufficient ground for their 
identification of ‘hard cases’ as art or non-art apart from their theories that are mostly based 
on their intuitions. Therefore, dogmatism and circularity is noticeable in theories of art. He 
maintains that surveying actual ‘folk’ intuitions on the matter would provide answers to the 
problem. Here, he is clearly siding with the more moderate experimentalists.  

Although experimental philosophers use the same means, they are not at all unified in their 
aims. Firstly, there are ‘moderate’ experimentalists who primarily seek to find out what the 
folk think in order to ascertain which philosophical theories best accord with commonsense 
intuitions. This seems to be Kamber’s project. A second group aims to explore what 
psychological mechanisms produce people’s intuitions or theories and to determine the 
relevance of this information to philosophical disputes. A third, and more radical, group 
argues that, since there is much cultural variation in intuition, philosophers should not use 
intuitions as evidence in their theorizing (Nadelhoffer and Nahmias 2007, 126). In this paper, 
I will show that the project of the moderate experimentalist is overall misguided since 
experimentalists have shown that intuitions do not offer an ample evidential base for 
philosophy. I will conclude that if we take the findings of experimental philosophers 



seriously, we need to side with radical experimentalists. It follows that philosophers of art 
will need to fundamentally rethink the project of defining art.  

Kamber, Richard. 2011. Experimental Philosophy of Art. Journal of Aesthetics and Art 
Criticism 69 (2):197-208. 

Knobe, Joshua. 2007. Experimental Philosophy and Philosophical Significance. 
Philosophical Explorations 10 (2):119-121. 

Machery, Edouard, Ron Mallon, Shaun Nichols, and Stephen P. Stich. 2004. Semantics, 
cross-cultural style. Cognition 92 (3):B1-B12. 

Nadelhoffer, Thomas, and Eddy Nahmias. 2007. The Past and Future of Experimental 
Philosophy. Philosophical Explorations 10 (2):123-149. 

 

Karen Simecek: Evaluating War through Poetry 

I want to focus on the question to what extent can a critique of war be conducted by poetic 
means? And also consider what such an approach may contribute to standard philosophical 
arguments concerning war; what insights can reading poetry give us that the standard 
argumentative model of philosophical inquiry cannot? 

The individual is often neglected when discussing the morality of war, focusing instead on 
whether war is just or unjust (Walzer 2004, Teichman 1986, Holmes 1989); little attention 
has been given to the role of the soldier and our individual responsibility to the wars our 
societies engage in. 

In the first part of this paper, I will argue that we cannot argue about war without having an 
understanding of the solider and what this means for our own sense of integrity and 
responsibility. In his book The Chickenhawk Syndrome (2009) Cheyney Ryan argues for a 
similar position, focusing on the need for us to come to terms with the fact that we support 
war in our society yet are not committed individually to fighting in war. He considers in 
particular what it means to endorse war, in particular, what this means for our own personal 
responsibility. 

On my view, by engaging with certain works of poetry we have a way of coming to terms 
with what we are committed to individually along side what we endorse through the language 
and concepts we use to describe, interpret and evaluate the world in which we live. Poetry 
serves as a framework for evaluating and forming recommendations for how we talk and 
think in our society by focusing on the structure and meaning of our everyday concepts. 

In the second part of the paper, I will focus on the poem ‘How to Kill’ by Keith Douglas and 
argue that it is our response to the formal features of the work that help to unravel our 
concept of a soldier and make us aware of the normative standards associated with the 
concept. What we come to see is that in our use of the concept soldier we are endorsing the 
conflicting standards of killing when necessary and having compassionate response to killing. 
I argue that the experience of reading the poem is such that it leads the reader to reflect in a 
self-critical way on our (collective) understanding of what a soldier is and what we ought to 
expect of someone fulfilling this role. The reading experience is such that it demands the 
reader take responsibility for the communally established concepts they make use of. 



In the final section, I will contrast this with a discussion of a pro-war poem ‘For all we have 
and are’ by Rudyard Kipling. I will argue that even though it seems that this poem could be 
used to persuade someone of the importance and merits of war, it still places the same 
pressures on our understanding and commitments to war that ‘How to Kill’ does, making us 
aware of the importance of the individual. 

Ling Zhu: True Pain is not the Pain We Suffer, but the Pain We Inflict – Paintings of 
Wars and Conflicts by the Chinese Artist Li Yan 

Conflicts and wars are the dominant themes of the media. As “breaking news” they 
immediately catch the viewer’s attention. The human being as the victim, as the powerless, 
the shaken, the wounded, the killed or murdered one, however, appears there only as a 
specimen, as an example, through which the suffering manifests itself, hardly ever as an 
individual. 

Li Yan is a Chinese artist based in Beijing.i For nearly ten years he has been contemplating 
worldwide conflicts and wars through the medium of painting. The “internationality” of his 
thematic choice sets him apart from most other contemporary Chinese artists, who are 
concerned with purely Chinese themes (portraits of Mao, the ironies of the Chinese reality, 
etc.). 

  

Li Yan uses photographs by Western war correspondents as the starting point for his artistic 
reflection. His paintings are not much bigger than photographs (usually as small as 15 x 25 
cm), and just like photographs they record and zoom in on the subject. Moreover, Li Yan 
arranges his panels into nonlinear sequences, which he calls “Accidents” (playing on both 
meanings of the word: accident as “damaging event” and accident as “chance event”). As if 
in a flurry of camera flashes, disturbing scenes from completely different contexts appear in 
front of us: the prisoners in the Guantanamo camp, the Taliban fighters on their way to 
combat, the protestors confronting the police on the streets of Athens, the war wounded lying 
on hospital beds etc. At first we are puzzled by the seemingly arbitrary mixture of these 
events, but gradually we begin to understand the painter’s message: the distortion of 
humanity in wars is universal, irrespective of the latter’s causes and locations. 



Though real-life details can be identified in Li Yan’s paintings, his works are more on the 
abstract end due to the unique treatment through geometrization and fragmentation. People 
and their settings are turned into a network of small angular planes in a way reminiscent of 
the late paintings of Cezanne. There is however a much stronger sense of dynamics in Li 
Yan’s paintings due to the constant shifts of orientation of the small planes, the way they 
clash with each other, and through the auxiliary lines inserted by the painter to further stress 
the directions. What results is a strong sense of violence and aggression well-matched to the 
depicted themes. Especially impressive are those panels showing places destroyed and 
deserted by people: in them the chaos, the tumult left behind by the human being makes him 
more present through his absence.    

Photos generally proclaim neutrality and objectivity. Li Yan’s paintings do not. They take a 
standpoint. They show human beings in their most vulnerable situations. This does not mean 
that his paintings seek to arouse pity in the viewer. On the contrary, they make us aware that 
true pain is not the pain we suffer, but the pain we inflict. 

 


